
DCC 4119 – Business Law 

Louis-Charles Sirois 

Available before or after each class, upon appointment.  

Day phone number: 819-420-6347 

Course Description 
This course examines the practical legal aspects that impact upon a business person beginning 
with the type of business “vehicle”: from the sole proprietor up to the company and “body 
corporate”. This course offers strong and practical legal grounding on the issues that touch every 
business. The course will look at the most current developments in business law, as well as the 
increasing importance of information technology, the internet, intellectual property, and legal 
issues concerning small businesses. Collateral issues will also be examined such as the ensuing 
legal obligations of a business with a particular emphasis on the formation and application of 
contracts as well as proving the existence of a contract, default and damages for non-
performance up to the “final days” of a business, from bankruptcies, to voluntary sales and 
closures. 

Course Objectives 

To provide students with an outlook of all the relevant legal issues that affects all business 
persons while running a business.  

Teaching Methods 

Lecture/Seminar 

Evaluation Method 

 Midterm 40% 

 Final Exam 60% 

In both cases, these exams are closed-book exams, which mean that only slightly annotated 
legislation, and French-English dictionaries are allowed. Other volumes will not be permitted. 
These codes or other legislation can be slightly annotated, such as references to other provisions 
of the Code or of the Act or other laws. Only the following information is allowed on student-
added-tabs: 

a. The designations of titles, chapter or sections; 

b. The article or section numbers and other titles appearing in bold in the text. 

Reading Material 
 The Quebec Civil Code 
 Quebec Contract law, by S. Grammond, A.-F. Debruche and Y. Campagnolo, Wilson & 

Lafleur, most recent edition. 



 
If the student prefers reading in French, another book is recommended instead of the above 
book: 

 Les Affaires et le droit, by Micheline Montreuil, CCH, Montreal, most recent edition 

 

 
 


